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I.(1) Overview (1): Regular revision of Stewardship Code
Principles for Responsible Institutional Investors -- Japan’s Stewardship Code
Council of Experts on Japan’s Stewardship Code (February 26, 2014)

Preface
15. The Council expects that the Code will continue to be improved in response to the
progress in the implementation of the Code (including progress in acceptance and

disclosure of required information) and in light of global developments. The
Council expects the Financial Services Agency to take appropriate steps so that the
Code will be reviewed periodically, about once every three years. Reviewing the

Code periodically is supposed to enable institutional investors and their clients and
beneficiaries to be better versed in the stewardship responsibilities, and help the
Code to become more widely accepted in Japan.
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I.(1) Overview (2): Stewardship Code of ICGN and the Netherlands
 ICGN (International Corporate Governance Network): The Global Stewardship Principles were adopted at the annual
meeting held in June 2016.
 The Netherlands: A revised Stewardship Code was released in June 2018 in light of the revised EU Shareholder Rights
Directive.

Main points
ICGN

The
Netherl
ands

○The Principles set out ICGN’s view of best practices in relation to investor
stewardship obligations, policies, and processes and provide an overarching
model of stewardship.
○It has a three-part structure that consists of the roles of market participants in
addition to principles and guidance.
○Governance management and disclosure by asset managers including conflicts
of interest are described in the principles.
○It mentions the necessity of a strategic approach in the selection of companies
for engagement in passive investment and focusing on the quality of
engagement and clear outcomes.
○Long-term corporate value creation is mentioned as the objectives of
stewardship policies for institutional investors.
○Provision of opportunities to inform beneficiaries and clients how shareholder
rights were used.
○Requires institutional investors to make disclosures on proxy advisers and
confirm the conformability to their own investment policy if using a proxy
advisor.
○Recommends institutional investors to actively engage in constructive
dialogue with stakeholders including listed companies along with other
institutional investors.
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I.(1) Overview (3): Comparison of stewardship codes in Asia
 In Asia, Japan and Malaysia were the first countries to establish a stewardship code.
 In many countries, it is clearly stated that ESG factors are included in elements to consider when making investment decisions and the
contents of engagement.
Japan

Malaysia

Taiwan

Hong Kong

Singapore

South Korea

Thailand

February 2014
Revised in May 2017

June 2014

February 2016

May 2016

November 2016

December 2016

February 2017

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Gaining understanding
of
investee companies

○

○
Results of
engagement
should be
reported every
year

○

○

○

○

○

Involvement in investee
companies

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Date of establishment
and revision

Establishment and
disclosure of
action policy
Management of conflicts
of interest

Exercising voting rights
(Disclosure of policies,
etc.)
Reports to the
customers
Capabilities for
engagement
Cooperative action

On ESG

○

○

○

○

○

○
Results and reasons
for exercising voting
rights
should be disclosed

○

○
(Partial)

○

○

○

○

-

○

-

-

-

-

○

-

○

-

○

-

○
The response of
companies to ESG
factors should be
considered in
decisions on
investee companies

○
○
(Partial)
○
○
○
○
Should gain an
Sustainability Include ESG factors Engagement should
understanding of the (including ESG)
in monitoring of be held on
business risks and
should be
investee
important ESG
profit opportunities considered in the
companies
factors to encourage
(including those related
investment
companies to adopt
to social and
decision process
a policy on ESG
environmental issues),
etc. of investee
companies

○
Engagement with
investee companies
includes themes
related to the
environment and
society
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I.(1) Overview (4): Corporate governance reform and disclosure of ESG information

Investment

Institutional investors

Constructive engagement

Companies

Disclosure of
corporate
information
Stewardship
Code
・Established in February 2014
・Revised in May 2017
Guidance 3-3 (excerpt)
When investors monitor investee companies, a variety of factors,
including non-financial ones, may be considered as relevant.
Factors may include, for example, the investee companies’
governance, strategy, performance, capital structure, business
risks and opportunities (including risks and opportunities arising
from social and environmental matters(*)), and how the
companies address them. Relevance of a factor may depend on
each investor’s investment policy and may differ according to
specific investee companies. Institutional investors need to use
their own judgment in choosing which factors to focus on in light
of their stewardship responsibilities. They should endeavor to
identify at an early stage issues that may result in a material loss
in the value of investee companies.
(*) Refers to both governance and ESG factors.

Corporate Governance
Code
・Established in June 2015
・Revised in June 2018
General Principle 3: Approach (excerpt)
It has been noted that while the quantitative part of financial
statements of Japanese companies conform to a standard
format and therefore excel with respect to comparability, nonfinancial information, such as financial standing, business
strategies, risks and ESG (environmental, social and governance)
matters, is often boilerplate and lacking in detail, therefore less
valuable. The board should actively commit to ensure that
disclosed information, including non-financial information, is as
valuable and useful as possible for those using the information.
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I.(1) Overview (5): Investment initiatives in consideration of ESG factors overseas
The Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) were released in 2006. Among these principles, six
principles on incorporating ESG issues in the investment analysis and decision-making process were
presented.
The Government Pension Investment Fund (GPIF) in Japan also signed the PRI in 2015.
There are 69 signatory companies from Japan (as of February 22, 2019)
In addition, the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) released a final report
summarizing recommendations to encourage voluntary disclosures by companies in June 2017.
Investment initiatives in consideration of ESG factors by authorities overseas are described below.
Investment initiatives in consideration of ESG factors overseas
US

○The US Department of Labor released a notice in 2016 that indicated an interpretation to the effect that
the trustee of a corporate pension plan could take into consideration elements of ESG in investment
policies and when exercising voting rights in light of their fiduciary responsibility.
In response to questions regarding this interpretation, in April 2018, the US Department of Labor
indicated a stance that ESG factors should not be handled lightly because of their possible economic
impact and that the focus should be on the economic benefits for the trustee.

UK

○The draft revision of the Stewardship Code states that institutional investors must indicate how they
have taken important ESG factors into consideration.
○Regulations on corporate pension plan were revised in August 2018 (to be applied from October 1 of
this year) to indicate that the trustee of a corporate pension plan needs to take into consideration ESG
factors believed to be financially significant in the investment process.

Hong
Kong

○The Stewardship Code states that investors should encourage companies invested in to establish
policies regarding ESG issues and engage with companies invested in on significant ESG issues that could
have an effect on a company’s credit, reputation, or results.
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I.(2) Asset managers (1): Release of the results of the exercise of individual voting rights
 While progress has been made in the release of the results of the exercise of individual voting rights, there are still
many institutions that have no plans to release such results in the future blaming costs and by reason that decisions
on disclosures are made in response to requests from clients.

[Reasons]
No plans for
Released
No
plansrelease
for
Released
future
(Including
future release
(Including
plans for
plans for
future
future
38.5%
release) 96 companies
release)
with a
Japanese
50.0%
equities
investment
balance

11.5%
Considering whether or
Considering
whether
not to release
in the
or
not
to
release
in
future

the future

29.7%

16.2%

5.4%
21.6%

27.0%

■Could not obtain approval of clients
■System support needed, there will be costs
■Didn't have voting rights
■Didn't assume investing in listed stocks

■Other

(Other major reasons)
・Because there are few clients and it will be separately released on request
・Individual disclosures could have an impact on constructive engagement with companies and damage the best interests
of clients
・Because only a small number of stock issues are being invested in
Source: Created by the Financial Services Agency based on the of the “5th Survey Report on the JIAA member Companies to the Questionnaire for the Japan Stewardship
Code (Implemented October 2018)”of the Japan Investment Advisers Association
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I.(2) Asset managers (2): Structure for management of conflicts of interest
 While nearly all institutional investors have established policies on the management of conflicts of interest, there
are few institutions that have established a third party committee or implemented confirmation by independent
directors.

[Status of formulation of policy regarding the management of conflicts of interests]
■Established as independent policy
■Established within policy on Stewardship
Code
■Prescribed in policy concerning a
customer-oriented operations principle
■Prescribed in other manner (internal
regulations, etc.)
■Being developed
Specific initiatives related to
the management of conflicts
of interests
*Multiple answers allowed

Establishment of a third-party
committee
Confirmation by independent
directors

Use of proxy advisory firm

Establishment of internal department responsible for
managing conflicts of interest
Other (guidelines on exercising voting rights, compliance with
internal regulations, etc.)
Not implemented

Source: Created by the Financial Services Agency based on the of the “5th Survey Report on the JIAA member Companies to the Questionnaire for the Japan Stewardship
Code (Implemented October 2018)”of the Japan Investment Advisers Association
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I.(2) Asset managers (3): Disclosure examples (policies on exercising voting rights)
 Differences can be seen in the level of disclosure for policies on exercising voting rights among
institutional investors.
(Company A) Example of release of detailed policy on exercising
voting rights

(Company B) Example of release of policy overview on
exercising voting rights

Detailed disclosures of standards
for exercising voting rights for
each agenda, whether the
decision has been made in
accordance with principle or
exceptionally

(Company C) Example of policy on exercising voting rights not being released
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I.(2) Asset managers (4): Disclosure examples (management of conflicts of interests)
 There are specific disclosures on a structure for management of conflicts of interest through a third-party
committee that includes independent people from outside the company.
 There are specific disclosures on the agendas that have been discussed at the third-party committee.
Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Asset Management

Nissay Asset Management, “Review and Self-Evaluation of Stewardship Activities”
(August 2018)

Stewardship Report 2018/2019

Indication
of names
and
Clear indication
of structure
roles
of
independent
for management of conflicts
committee
members
of interest related
to
exercising voting rights

Sumitomo Mitsui
Trust Bank
Stewardship Report 2017

Indication of
structure and roles
of third-party
committee members
Disclosure of main agendas for each
meeting of the third-party
committee
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I.(2) Asset managers (5): Disclosure examples (engagement 1)
 There are specific disclosures on companies subject to stewardship activities and the process for deciding on the content of
engagement.
Asset Management One Stewardship Report 2018

Dai-ichi Mutual Life Insurance Company Stewardship Activities Report (Results
of Activities in FY2017 and Activity Plan for FY2018)

Describes the narrowing down of
companies for engagement and
aim of engagement in passive
investment.
Provides information that will
contribute to understanding the
efficiency of engagement including
the selection of engagement themes
and the number of engagements by
investment approach

Provides information on the approach for selection
of companies for engagement and the main
engagement themes
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I.(2) Asset managers (6): Disclosure examples (engagement 2)
 There are specific disclosures on the content of engagement with individual companies and the results of such
engagement, the response to and progress of such engagement, and self-evaluation.
Mitsubishi UFJ Trust and Banking Stewardship Report 2018

Hermes EOS Annual Report 2017

Disclosure of contents of
engagement, results of
engagement, and
response policy

Indication of the number of cases of
progress and of no change in
response to self-set objectives

Disclosure of results of engagement in
chronological order in accordance with
specific KPIs

Description of cases of actual engagement,
in a form of Q&A, with regards to reasons
for selection of engagement themes,
subsequent progress, and future response
policy
Notes: Hermes EOS is a stewardship specialist organization that provides
engagement services for investment contractors
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I.(2) Asset managers (7): ICGN Global Stewardship Awards
 In December 2018, ICGN presented awards to investors with the best disclosures on engagement
activities with companies during the year.
・Asset Owner - Global Stewardship Disclosure Award: CalSTRS (California State Teachers' Retirement
System), US
・Asset Manager - Global Stewardship Disclosure Award: BlackRock, US
・Global Stewardship Champion Award: Mr. Edward Mason (Church Commissioners for England, UK) - For
shareholders’ campaign calling for Exxon Mobil to disclose how climate change would affect its business model

Blackrock 2018 Annual Report

Clear indication of
engagement policy for the
current fiscal year

Release of companies’ names in
the Asia-Pacific region that
Blackrock conducted engagement
activities with

Blackrock Japan “Stewardship Report” July
2017 to June 2018

Introduction of examples of engagement:
Number of votes against directors and
presidents with long terms of office
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I.(2) Asset managers (8): Opinions of companies toward engagement
 In regards to engagement with investors, companies have expressed concerns toward
shallow analysis or understanding of the company and short-termism.
[Companies that feel concerns about engagement with investors]
60%

52.0%

50%

41.5%

40%
30%
20%

24.4%
17.6%
9.1%

10%

3.1%

0%
a

b

c

d

e

0.3%
f

g

3.3%

2.9%

h

No
無回答

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

One-sided proposals or requests to companies
Shallow analysis or understanding of the company
Engagement based only on short-term themes
Many cases of boilerplate engagement for building a track record
Proposals that neglect other stakeholders
Don’t respond to engagement
Nothing in particular
Other (specifically...)

response

[Opinions from companies]
 Compared to sell-side analysts, their understanding of the business including the business environment is
shallow, and this can make discussions difficult.
 There are many cases of engagement with an outlook of two to three years while claims are being made about
medium to long-term engagement, and it feels like there is still a tendency toward short-termism. (There was also
the view that there has been a gradual increase in investors asking about long-term business strategy covering
periods of about ten years.)

 Explicit representation is appreciated if investors disclose their standards for exercising voting rights or if advisory
firms are used, so that opposing votes could lead to management improvement.
 For collective engagement, we hope that the contents of such engagement are refined by multiple investors.
Source: FY2017 Life Insurance Association of Japan, “Efforts to Improve Stock Value” *Survey conducted between October 4, 2017 to November 6, 2017 Response
received from 581 listed companies and 116 institutional investors.
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1.(3) Corporate pension funds and other asset owners (1):
Systems for providing information to corporate pension fund participants (US)
US
In the US, corporate pension funds are required to submit an annual report (Form 5500) to the
Department of Labor based on the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA).
Name of law

Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA).

Contents of
disclosures

It is necessary for corporate pension funds to submit an annual report that contains the following items to the Department
of Labor. The annual report is released on Department of Labor’s website.
・ Details of the corporate pension plan
- Basic information on each pension plan (including the name of the plan, number of participants, breakdown of
participants, and financing method)
・Financial information of the corporate pension plan
-Financial statement for the corporate pension plan (an audit report must be attached)
- Book value and market value of assets and liabilities by item
・ Transactions with related parties
・ Names, etc. of service providers and funds invested in

Example of disclosures in the annual report (Form 5500)
○The annual report (Form 5500) is released on Department of Labor’s website.
Details of the corporate pension
plan
• Number of participants and
breakdown
• Financing methods

Financial information of
the corporate pension
plan

Name of funds invested in
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1.(3) Corporate pension funds and other asset owners (2):
Systems for providing information to corporate pension fund participants (Europe)
EU
In the EU, a directive that includes a new obligation for corporate pension fund to issue a Pension Benefit
Statement (PBS) for individuals including corporate pension fund participants and beneficiaries was revised in
December 2016 (domestic legislation developed by EU member states by January 13 of this year).
Name of law

Institution for Occupational Retirement Provision Directive (IORP II)

Contents of
disclosures

Member states shall require corporate pension funds to draw up a PBS for each participant and release them free of charge through a
website or on paper at least once a year. The PBS shall include at least the following items as key information.
・Personal information (including the statutory retirement age), name and contact address of the corporate pension fund
・Information on full or partial guarantees under the corporate pension scheme
・Information on pension benefit projections based on the retirement age, etc.
・Information on the accrued entitlements or accumulated capital taking into consideration the specific nature of the pension scheme
・Information on the contributions paid for over the last 12 months or more
・Information on the funding level of the corporate pension scheme as a whole

Examples of disclosures in response to guidance on PBS disclosures

○The European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA) released guidance in December 2018 that summarizes disclosure principles
including how to present projections, disclosures of costs (*), and the layout of the PBS while covering specific examples of past notices to
participants in member states.

*Under IORP II, only defined contribution (DC) pension plans are required to disclose costs in the PBS.
(Pension A)
・Personal information
・Contributions in the current year
・Projected pension benefit amount

(Pension B)

・Total contributions in the previous year
・Contributions in the current year
・Investment return
・Costs paid (account management
commissions,
investment commissions)
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I.(5) Investment consultants: Description of investment consultants in codes overseas
 There are mentions of investment consultants in codes overseas.
Code
ICGN
(Global
Stewardship
Principles )

UK
(Stewardship
Code revision
proposal)

Area mentioned

Details

Part 3
(Stewardship
ecosystem)

Investment consultants and advisors
Investment consultants and advisors can assist asset owner and asset managers
with developing and implementing their responsibilities as part of their advisory
services. Consultants, advisors and other service providers should endeavor to
understand their role in the investment chain and to provide services in the
interests of their immediate clients and ultimate beneficiaries.

Introduction 2
(Who the code is
for)

The Code is written for asset owners, asset managers and entities providing
services to the institutional investment community, including: investment
consultants, proxy advisers and other service providers that want to
demonstrate their commitment to stewardship. The Provisions are tailored to
different roles within the investment community.

and
Introduction 3
(major changes in
the code in 2019)
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II.(1) Corporate governance reform and revisions to disclosure systems:
Disclosing corporate governance information to promote constructive dialogue
Executive
remuneration

[Opinions from overseas institutional investors]

○ Executive remuneration in Japan is lower compared to Europe and the US, and there are concerns on whether it serves as a sufficient
incentive.
Detailed information on matters such as the relationship between business results and remuneration and how remuneration is
calculated is desired.
○ It would be preferable for there to be disclosures on the total annual remuneration for each director (including cash and stock-based
remuneration) and an overview of the stock-based remuneration system.

Contents of disclosures by The Procter and Gamble Company

Example of disclosure by a Japanese
company (FYE March 2017)

(5) Executive remuneration
B. Details of policy for determining remuneration
amounts for directors and calculation method
and method of policy determination

Table of remuneration for the past three
years for the CEO, CFO, and top three
executive officers in terms of remuneration

Details of the remuneration
program and the calculation
method for each element
Table of remuneration for the past year for all
directors

For the amount of remuneration for directors
and kansayaku, the maximum total
remuneration amount for all directors and
kansayaku is determined through a resolution
at the shareholders’ meeting, while the
remuneration amount for each director is
determined by the representative director,
authorized by the board of directors, in
consideration of the level of contribution to
business results and the performance of duties,
and the remuneration amount for each
kansayaku is determined through discussions
by kansayaku.
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